Japanese

This subject can articulate to these as well as other related industry topics

- International business/law/finance
- Linguistics
- Tourism
- Translation/interpreting
- Foreign affairs
- Education

Beyond these, candidates who have studied an Asian language are highly sought after in a wide range of fields.

Course Outline / Possible Topics

- Year 7 – Introductions, My Family, Reading and Writing in Japanese
- Year 8 – Food in Japan, Travel to Japan, Continuing Reading and Writing in Japanese
- Year 9 – Time, Living in Japan, School in Japan, Seasons
- Year 10 – Shopping, Fashion and Physical Appearance, Getting Around, Modern Cuisine

Assessment Requirements

- Written and Spoken assignments
- Spontaneous Writing and Speaking tasks
- Japanese Conversation
- Reading and Listening tasks

Minimum Requirements

- An interest in other cultures

Specialised Equipment Required

School laptop provided

Excursions and/or Subject Costs

Possible tour to Japan in Year Ten.

For more information please contact
Ms Petronella Klincke - Academic Leader: English and LOTE